EVERYBODY WINS

in the 1975 IEEE Computer Society Membership Contest:

regular members, student members, old members, new members, chapters.
Four separate contests plus two random drawings add up to six different ways to win!

THE PRIZES:

1. The Sharp PC-1001 Programmable Calculator. Worth $445, this powerful machine features a 10-digit automatic display, 15 hardware-implemented functions including trigonometrical, inverse trigonometrical, hyperbolic, exponential, and logarithmic – plus 64 steps of programming or 8 registers for formula and equation evaluation. 2 of these will be given away.

2. The Texas Instruments SR-51 Scientific Calculator. Worth $225, this is one of the most recent of TI's popular line of scientific calculators. 1 of these will be given away.

3. The Texas Instruments SR-50 Scientific Calculator. Worth $125, this versatile machine features two MOS IC chips, automatically converts calculated answers to scientific notation when greater than 10^10 or less than 10^-10. 2 of these will be given away.

And in addition...
- One member prize of up to $440 for transportation and registration to Compcon in 1976
- Two chapter prizes of $250 each.

THE CONTESTS.

Regular Member Contest — for all Computer Society members except students
1st prize winner receives a Sharp PC-1001 Programmable Calculator
2nd prize winner receives a Texas Instruments SR-51 Scientific Calculator
3rd prize winner receives a Texas Instruments SR-50 Scientific Calculator

Student Member Contest — for Computer Society student members only
Winner receives a Texas Instruments SR-50 Scientific Calculator

Chapter Contest No. 1 The Computer Society chapter with the largest absolute growth wins $250

Chapter Contest No. 2 The Computer Society Chapter with the largest relative growth wins $250

Current Member Random Drawing — for all current Computer Society members, students and non-students alike
Winner receives a Sharp PC-1001 Programmable Calculator

New Member Random Drawing — for all new Computer Society members (except students) who join between now and October 31, 1975
Winner receives up to $440 reimbursement for transportation and registration to the Compcon of his choice in 1976.

For membership application and contest rules, circle number 620 on Reader Service Card opposite page 78.